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Abstract—GSM is a synonym for a major success in wireless
technology, achieving widespread use and high technology ma-
turity. However, its future is questionable, as many stakeholders
indicate that the GSM spectrum should be re-farmed for LTE. On
the other hand, the advent of smart grid and the ubiquity of smart
meters will require reliable, long-lived wide area connections.
This motivates to investigate the potential of GSM to be evolved
into a dedicated network for smart metering. We introduce simple
mechanisms to reengineer the access control in GSM. The result
is a system that offers excellent support for smart metering, as
well as the other massive machine-to-machine traffic patterns
that are envisioned in 3GPP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart metering is a key machine-to-machine (M2M) ap-
plication, where meters autonomously report usage and alarm
information to the grid. It requires sending of low amounts of
data from a very high number of meters, differing significantly
from the high data rate requirements in human-oriented ser-
vices. Cellular networks are mainly optimized for the latter,
and the amendments required for the effective support of M2M
services, including smart grid services, came only recently in
focus of the standardization [1]. As a general observation, the
key technical problem in enabling M2M communications is
not how to increase the overall system data rate, but how to
distribute it efficiently to many terminals.
The clear dominance of 2G based solutions in M2M [2]
motivates us to investigate if and how GSM networks can be
evolved into efficient smart metering networks. Our findings
shows that, with a suitable reengineering, GSM networks can
support a surprisingly massive M2M devices at even a single
frequency channel. This suggest that it is viable to keep one
or few GSM channels for M2M operation in the coming
years, and thus take advantage of its maturity, low cost and
worldwide availability.
The paper is centered on the assessment of the stages of the
GSM radio access, which are random access (RACH), access
granted (AGCH) and data transmission (DATA). Specifically,
we elaborate the operation and the limitations of the GSM
access and propose enhancements of the AGCH and DATA
stages, with the aim of supporting large number of smart
meters per cell. We also present a model of GSM radio
access that considers the interstage dependencies, and show
that the adopted 3GPP methodology, where the access stages
are treated independently [3], [4], leads to unreliable results.
Therefore, besides the main message of the paper, which en-
dorses dedicated networks for smart metering based on GSM,
the findings presented in the paper constitute an important con-
tribution to the M2M-related 3GPP standardization process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the referent M2M traffic scenario. Section III pro-
vides an overview of the GSM random access procedure.
Section IV presents the proposed approach for the GSM access
reengineering. Section V describes the model used to asses the
system performance and points out the shortcomings of the
methodology used by 3GPP. Section VI presents the results.
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. TRAFFIC MODELS AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
MACHINE TYPE COMMUNICATIONS
To assess the potential of GSM as smart metering network,
we consider a referent M2M traffic scenario from [5]. The
scenario includes the traffic originating both from smart meters
and from commercial and home devices. The devices are
deployed in a sub-urban GSM cell with a radius of 1000 m
and three sectors.1 The traffic parameters considered are the
average message size, the average message arrival rate, and
the arrival distribution. Table I summarizes these parameters
for the referent scenario, listing also the expected number of
devices in the cell. As presented, smart metering differs from
other M2M applications, foreseeing two operational modes:
periodic and alarm reporting. Periodic reporting is charac-
terized by variable reporting rates and tolerance of report
losses, i.e., if a report is not successfully received, the metering
application waits for the next scheduled reception. The alarm
reporting is event-triggered, where the allowed reception delay
is up to 1 minute and loss of reports is not tolerated [6].
Further, the presented traffic patterns can be divided into two
categories - synchronous and asynchronous. For asynchronous
traffic, the arrivals are not correlated across devices, and
traffic patterns with uniform and Poisson distribution fall into
this category. On the other hand, the traffic generated by
alarm-reporting is synchronous, as the alarm event is typically
detected by a multitude of smart meters, thus correlating the
initiation of their transmission requests.
It can be inferred from Table I that a GSM base station
should handle communication scenarios with high density
1Compared to the other GSM cell type - urban GSM cells, sub-urban cells
have an increased coverage zone, potentially serving more devices.
Appliances/ Devices Arrival rate [s−1] Average Message
Size [byte]
Number of
Devices
Distribution
Smart Meters - Periodic Reporting 1.67e-2, 3.33e-3, 1.11e-3, 2.78e-4,
4.63e-5, 2.32e-5, 1.16e-5
<1000 13941 Poisson
Smart Meters - Alarm Reporting / <1000 13941 Beta(3,4)
Home Security System 1.67e-3 20 3098 Poisson
Elderly Sensor Devices 1.67e-2 128 310 Poisson
Credit Machine in Grocery 8.3e-3 24 72 Poisson
Credit Machine in Shop 5.56e-4 24 1100 Poisson
Roadway Signs 3.33e-2 1 2963 Uniform
Traffic Lights 1.67e-2 1 360 Uniform
Traffic Sensors 1.67e-2 1 360 Poisson
Movie Rental Machines 1.16e-4 152 36 Poisson
TABLE I
TRAFFIC PARAMETERS FOR HOME AND CITY COMMERCIAL M2M DEVICES IN A SUB-URBAN AREA FOR A 1000 M-RADIUS CELL, WHERE 3 SMART
METERS PER HOME ARE CONSIDERED [5]–[7].
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Fig. 1. Ideal system in which the bandwidth is shared among the multiplexed
devices. The protocol operation limits the number of devices: a) allocation
capacity is limited to 4 devices, b) allocation capacity is improved to 8 devices.
of devices, small payload sizes, and sporadic transmissions.
One of the main limitations of GSM access, which prevents
its application in such scenarios, is the limited allocation
granularity of the access resources. This type of bottleneck
is valid for any TDMA-based system, as described next.
A. The Resource Allocation Granularity Problem
Ideally, the granularity of resource allocation in a TDMA
system should be dictated by the application requirements and
tuned to the application with the lowest demand of resources.
However, in practice, TDMA allocation does not work this
way, as the resource granularity is fixed by the allocation
mechanism. Consider a toy example of a TDMA system with
transmission data rate of 1 Mbps, in which transmissions are
organized in frames, and each frame consists of 4 slots, Fig. 1.
It is assumed that the minimum number of slots that the system
can allocate is a single slot per device per frame. Thus, if only
one device is present in the system, it is allocated all 4 slots
and thus gets a total data rate of 1 Mbps. If there are 4 devices,
each gets one slot and a data rate of 250 Kbps, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. However, if devices require only 125 Kbps, the system
has the capacity to potentially accommodate 8 of them, but,
due to the constraints of the allocation mechanism, more than
4 simultaneous connections cannot be supported at the same
time. A straightforward approach is to re-allocate 4 devices in
every new frame, but this introduces extra control traffic.
On the other hand, the fact that overall allocation is de-
terministic, i.e., each device should have the opportunity to
transmit once in every two frames, could be exploited to design
a more efficient allocation method. An approach proposed in
this paper is to logically extend the allocation space by using
frame numbers, known to all devices. Then both device #1 and
device #2 can be allocated the same slot, but #1 accesses it
only in odd- and #2 only in even-numbered frames, as shown
in Fig 1b). Although rather simple, the example illustrates both
the limitations that are present in a real system such as GSM,
as elaborated in the next section, and the main idea behind the
method for their mitigation, elaborated in Section IV.
III. GSM SYSTEM OPERATION AND LIMITATIONS
A. GSM Access Mechanism
The access in GSM is TDMA-based, where both the uplink
and the downlink are organized in multiframes with duration
of 240 ms. The multiframe structure, in its usual 2D repre-
sentation, is shown in Fig. 2. A multiframe consists of 12
blocks, where a block is composed of four TDMA frames
and a TDMA frame contains 8 time slots. Each time slot is
interpreted as a separate TDMA channel, referred to as Packet
Data Channel (PDCH). A PDCH can be dedicated either to
signaling or data; in a typical configuration, PDCH #0 is for
signaling and the remaining 7 PDCHs for data transmissions.
The procedure to establish a connection with the base
station (BS) consists of three stages, denoted as RACH, AGCH
and DATA stage. The first stage is slotted ALOHA-based
random access, in which devices contend for data resources.
Specifically, a device with a pending data transmission first
waits between 0 and T − 1 frames, where the actual waiting
time is randomly selected and T is a parameter broadcasted
by the BS. In the next step, the device transmits its resource
request in the random access channel (RACH) that is logically
defined in the uplink PDCH #0, and waits for the response
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Fig. 2. The structure of the downlink multiframe: the signaling channel
PDCH #0 consists of one block dedicated to broadcast channel (BCCH), four
blocks for paging channel (PCH) and the remaining blocks are is devoted to
access granted channel (AGCH); the remaining PDCHs are devoted to data.
during the next S frames, where S is another parameter
broadcasted by the BS. As the devices choose the transmission
instants in an independent and uncoordinated manner, their
resource requests can potentially collide in the RACH, as in
any slotted ALOHA-based scheme.
The BS responds to a resource request only if: (1) the
request was successfully received, (2) there are available
downlink resources to send the response, and (3) the requested
uplink data resources are also available. The response is
transmitted in the access granted channel (AGCH) that is
logically defined in the downlink PDCH #0, and it has to
be delivered before the waiting time of S frames expires at
the device side. If no AGCH message is received from the
BS during this period, the device repeats the procedure until
either a response is received or a maximum of M retries is
reached, where M is also broadcasted by the BS.
The response AGCH message assigns to a device an uplink
PDCH and an uplink state flag (USF). USF is an identifier that
controls the pending uplink data transmission; specifically, a
device is allowed to transmit in block k + 1 of the assigned
uplink PDCH, if its USF was announced in block k in the
same downlink PDCH.
B. GSM Access Limitations
As outlined, in order to establish a data connection, a device
has to go through three different stages: RACH, AGCH and
DATA. The amount of resources (i.e., blocks of the multi-
frame) devoted to each stage should be scaled to accommodate
both the number of connection attempts and the expected
traffic volume. Otherwise, if there are no sufficient resources
in any of the stages, the ultimate result will be a situation
in which a large number of devices are retransmitting their
resource requests. This in turn will cause the RACH channel
to collapse due to collisions of the retransmissions. Thus, to
assure that the operation of the access network is not compro-
mised, 3GPP recommends a blocking probability below 2% in
each of the stages [4]. The focus of the further text is on the
limitations present in AGCH and DATA stages and the meth-
ods how to overcome them by MAC protocol reengineering.2
2As already outlined, the RACH stage is based on slotted ALOHA, whose
limitations and improvements have been in the research focus for a long time.
A typical configuration foresees that 7 out of 11 blocks
of the signaling PDCH are dedicated to AGCH, providing
capacity to send approximately 30 AGCH messages per second
[8]. However, as shown in Section VI, this configuration
is inadequate for the referent scenario with a high density
of low-rate devices, as a single cell cannot deliver enough
AGCH messages within the time required to grant all resource
requests. This limitation can be partially solved by dedicating
more PDCHs to signaling, but this comes at the expense of
the resources available for the DATA stage.
In the DATA stage, the granularity of data resources is
limited by the USF allocation mechanism. Specifically, USF is
only 3 bits long and the value 000 is reserved to indicate that
the upcoming uplink block can be used for RACH contention.
Thus, a maximum of 7 devices per PDCH can be multiplexed
simultaneously. Therefore, in a single frequency configuration
with 7 PDCHs devoted to data, the limit is 49 data connections
per uplink multiframe, which is insufficient to support the
traffic patterns of the referent scenario.
IV. REENGINEERING GSM FOR MASSIVE SMART
METERING
The solution for the AGCH bottleneck, proposed by Qual-
comm [9], is based on the observation that, in principle,
M2M devices share the same capabilities and are likely to
request the same type of service. Therefore, most of the
AGCH message content can be directed to multiple devices
requesting data resources. Specifically, [9] foresees that four
consecutive RACH requests could be granted with a single
AGCH message, i.e., the capacity of the AGCH stage is
increased four times in comparison to the legacy system.
However, once the AGCH bottleneck is removed, the USF
limitation becomes even more pronounced, as shown in Sec-
tion VI. In the following text we present a method to remove
the USF bottleneck, which in combination with the AGCH
solution results with the improved GSM access scalability.
The modification of the USF allocation mechanism is based
on the method partially presented in [10]. The main conception
behind it is that the validity range of USF is reinterpreted,
allowing for accommodation of a substantially increased num-
ber of active connections. In the following text we present the
extended version of the solution, called expanded USF (eUSF),
designed both for the periodic and alarm reporting.
In case of periodic reporting, the allocated USF does not
hold anymore for an entire PDCH in all multiframes during
which the connection is active, as prescribed by the GSM
standard, but it is valid only for a specific set of blocks
within a PDCH during X consecutive multiframes, reoccurring
periodically every M multiframes. In this way, several active
devices reuse the same USF in the same PDCH, as they are
multiplexed in the non-overlapping blocks and/or multiframes.
The price to pay for this increased multiplexing capability
is decreased data rate per active connection; however, the
majority of M2M services require low data rates (see Table I),
thereby rendering the proposed solution highly relevant.
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Fig. 3. An example of expanded USF allocation, where the parameters X
and M are set to 2: four devices are allocated in a single uplink PDCH with
only three USFs.
We illustrate the eUSF method through an example depicted
in Fig. 3. There are four devices in the example, while the
parameters X and M are set to 2, i.e., the allocated USFs’
validity pattern consists of periods of 2 “valid” multiframes
followed by 2 “non-valid” multiframes. Devices #1, #2 and
#3 arrive in multiframe 1; device #1 is allocated USF1 that is
valid in block 0, device #2 is allocated USF2 in block 0, and
device #3 is allocated USF2 in block 1. Devices #1 and #2 are
multiplexed in the same block of the multiframe using different
USFs, which is supported by the standard GSM. Devices #1
and #3, share the same USF in the same multiframe, but are
multiplexed in different blocks - this way of operation is not
supported in the standard GSM. Furthermore, device #4 arrives
in multiframe 3 and it is allocated USF1 in block 1. Devices
#1 and #4 now share the same USF in the same block of the
same PDCH, yet their transmissions are multiplexed as they
take place in different multiframes; this way of operation is
also not supported in the standard GSM operation. Finally,
the standard GSM system has to allocate 4 USFs in order
to accommodate 4 users in a single PDCH, whereas in the
above example this is done by using only 3 USFs. If the
number of devices requiring service increases, a standard GSM
system would rapidly run out of available USFs, as it is limited
by its inflexible allocation method. On the other hand, the
scalability of the eUSF solution is superior and limited only
by the required data rates. Another advantage of the proposed
method is that, once a device has been allocated a USF, this
allocation can in principle last as long as required. Hence, the
allocated devices do not have to go through RACH and AGCH
stages anymore, relaxing the operation of these stages as well.
The solution for the case of alarm traffic is similar, the main
difference is that allocated USF is valid only for the specific
set of blocks in the next X consecutive multiframes, rather
than being periodic. Once the device sends the report, the data
connection is terminated; on the next occasion, the device has
to go through RACH and AGCH stages again.
Finally, we briefly outline potential methods to identify the
devices compatible with the proposed improvements, while
allowing the remaining devices to operate as usual. A simple
option is to split the RACH resources into two different groups,
one reserved for the standard operation and the other reserved
for M2M traffic from the devices compatible with the new
solution. However, the drawback of this approach is that it
may leave unused RACH resources. In an alternative method,
the device informs the BS of its compatibility through values
reserved for future use in the RACH request message [11].
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the GSM access stages. The blocking probability for
each stage should remain below 2%.
V. CAPACITY ANALYSIS OF GSM ACCESS
Fig. 4 depicts the stages of the GSM random access. The
“fresh” traffic arrivals are represented by arrival rate λ, which
takes into account all the arrivals of newly generated traffic
of all the smart meters in the cell. In the ideal case, all the
devices with a pending transmission go through all the stages
without being blocked, and re-enter the idle mode once the
transmission is finished. However, due to collisions in the
RACH, lack of AGCH messages and lack of free USFs, the
actual arrival rate at each stage is decreased by the success
probability of the previous stage:
λAGCH = λRACH · PRACH, (1)
λUSF = λAGCH · PAGCH, (2)
where PRACH is the probability that RACH request is success-
fully received and PAGCH is the probability that a successful
RACH request is being granted timely access by the BS. In
other words, in general it holds:
λRACH ≥ λAGCH ≥ λUSF. (3)
The devices that are blocked in any of the stages retransmit
their requests, generating an additional traffic represented by
the arrival rate λR. Thus, the total arrival rate present in
the RACH λRACH equals the sum of retransmission λR and
“fresh” traffic arrivals λ.
3GPP has studied the capacity of GSM access to serve M2M
traffic in [4], [12], [13]. The adopted methodology assumes
that the arrival rates to the AGCH stage λAGCH and the DATA
stage λUSF follow the same Poisson process that is present at
the RACH stage, and does not take into account the impact
of the retransmissions. I.e., 3GPP methodology assumes that:
λ = λRACH = λAGCH = λUSF. (4)
However, this is rather approximate, as demonstrated next.
Fig. 5a) presents the distribution of the traffic arrivals of
smart meters for the RACH and AGCH stages, when the
newly generated traffic is Poisson distributed with a mean
of λ = 40 arrival/s.3 It can be observed that the impact of
the retransmissions is particularly pronounced, as the mean
arrival rate to the RACH stage is λRACH ≈ 120 arrival/s, i.e.,
it is three times larger. Also, the mean AGCH arrival rate in
this case is approximately equal to λAGCH = 61 arrival/s, far
below λRACH. The corresponding traffic arrival distribution to
3The rest of the parameters used for this study, i.e, the payload size and
the GSM coding scheme, are described in Section VI.
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Fig. 5. Arrival rate distributions of the smart meters traffic at a) RACH and
AGCH stages and b) DATA stage, when the newly generated traffic is Poisson
distributed with λ = 40.
the DATA stage is depicted in Fig. 5b). Obviously, the DATA
stage arrival rate is limited to (approximately) 30 arrival/s -
which is a direct observation of the AGCH stage limitation,
see Section III-B.4 Our findings indicate that arrival process
to the DATA stage can be described by a truncated Poisson
distribution, obtained by truncating the Poisson distribution
with mean λAGCH at the limit established by the AGCH
capacity bottleneck; this is also demonstrated in Fig. 5b).5
Further, according to the 3GPP study [4], the USF bottle-
neck is identified to be the most restrictive one with respect
to M2M communications. Although this conclusion seems
expected, due to the limited number of USF identifiers that
can be allocated per multiframe, our findings indicate that
the AGCH bottleneck is actually the most restrictive. The
main reason is that the AGCH channel cannot grant enough
number of devices per second in order to reach the maximum
number of active connections supported in the DATA stage.
Moreover, we again emphasize that in [4] the USF capacity is
characterized using an input Poisson process with mean arrival
rate λUSF = λRACH, while the input arrival process should
be actually modeled with a truncated Poisson distribution, as
demonstrated above.
In the next section, we demonstrate the potential of the
proposed bottleneck solutions. Due to the interdependencies
among GSM access stages, we adopt a numerical approach
when investigating the performance of the GSM access, both
for the legacy and the reengineered system.
4We note that in [12] a maximum of 38 AGCH/s is assumed; nevertheless,
this fact does not impact our conclusions.
5The small deviation between analytical and simulation results is due to
fact that a second is not multiple of multiframe duration.
VI. RESULTS
The results presented in this section assume that all the
asynchronously reporting devices have a uniform payload size
of 152 bytes and that the most robust physical coding scheme
(CS1) is used. This coding scheme represents the worst case
scenario with a payload of 22 bytes per block. As shown in
Table I, the selected application payload size is the upper limit
for the presented M2M applications, excluding smart metering.
In case of smart metering, the M2M-related capacity analysis
of 3GPP foresees payloads of 100, 500 and 1000 bytes [13].
Due to space constraints, we show the results only for the
synchronously reporting smart meters with a payload size of
100 bytes, and note that similar improvements can be observed
for other payload sizes. We also assume that there are no
channel-induced errors in the uplink/downlink transmissions,
as our study is concentrated on the characterization of the
access mechanism. For the simulations we have used a typical
GSM configuration, where the RACH parameters are T = 20,
S = 105 frames and maximum M = 4 RACH retransmissions
[8]. The performance parameters of interest are blocking
probabilities of the AGCH and DATA stages, and the outage,
defined as the fraction of the accessing devices that have
reached the maximum number of connection attempts M
without establishing data connection.
Fig. 6a) compares the blocking probabilities PB of the
AGCH and DATA stages as function of the system input
arrival rate λ, when only asynchronous traffic is present in
the cell (e.g., no alarm events.). The results are presented for
(1) the legacy GSM access, (2) the reengineered GSM access
where only AGCH solution is applied, denoted as AGCH
improvement, and (3) the reengineered GSM access where
both the AGCH and eUSF solutions are applied, denoted as
eUSF improvement, both for the 3GPP methodology and nu-
merical analysis. Obviously, the results obtained by the 3GPP
methodology deviate both qualitatively and quantitatively from
the ones obtained by the approach that takes into account
interstage dependences. Specifically, the simulations show that
the 3GPP blocking probabilities are overestimated and that,
in the legacy system, the AGCH stage bottleneck is actually
reached before the USF bottleneck. Also, when the AGCH
bottleneck is removed, the effects of the USF bottleneck
become obvious, and the eUSF solution demonstrates its full
potential. The remaining blocking probabilities are not shown,
as their values are zero for all the considered arrival rates.
Fig. 6b) compares the outage performance in the same
scenario, obtained by numerical analysis. Obviously, superior
results are achieved when AGCH and eUSF solutions are
combined. E.g., a single-frequency GSM cell can support up
to 70 arrivals per second with an outage below 2%, which is
an improvement of 133% in comparison to the legacy system.
In a 3-sector cell, this translates to approximately 13000 smart
meters reporting every 5 minutes in addition to the expected
asynchronous M2M traffic shown in Table I.
Fig. 6c) presents the analysis of the proposed AGCH
and USF improvements for the traffic scenario presented in
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Fig. 6. a) Blocking probabilities for AGCH and DATA stages, obtained by 3GPP model and simulations for asynchronous traffic. b) Outage of the legacy
system, the system with AGCH improvement, and the system with AGCH and eUSF improvements for asynchronous traffic. c) Outage for asynchronous and
synchronous reporting. The total asynchronous traffic is 42 arrival/s and the synchronously reporting smart meters are activated within 120 seconds.
Section II. The total expected arrival rate of the asynchronous
traffic, modeled by uniform and Poisson distributions, is
42 arrival/s. The behavior of the synchronously reporting smart
meters is modeled by a Beta distribution; we assume that the
activation period, a central parameter of the Beta distribution,
is set to 120 seconds.6 Our goal is to investigate the GSM
access performance as the number of synchronously reporting
meters is increasing - i.e, we are interested to assess the
behavior of the system when it is “stressed” by synchronously
initiated resource requests. As pointed out by [8], the RACH
performance is severely affected by synchronous arrivals; the
RACH limitations are outside the scope of this work and
therefore we assume that the resource requests for each traffic
type are transmitted in separate RACH channels. The compar-
ison of the results reveals that the combination of the AGCH
and eUSF solutions outperforms by far the legacy system
and the system where only AGCH solution is implemented.
Specifically, the combined AGCH/eUSF solution can roughly
support up to 1500 synchronously reporting devices with an
outage that is below rather demanding 0.1%, as required for
massively deployed sensors [14]. In case of more relaxed
upper bounds on outage levels, the number of supported
synchronously reporting meters rises, e.g., it is 2300 for the
outage below 10%. We note that neither the legacy system nor
the AGCH only solution can assure outage level below 0.1%.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a concept to transform
GSM into a dedicated network for massive smart metering,
based on a simple redefinition of the access mechanisms. The
demonstrated reengineering principles have been applied to
AGCH and DATA stages of the GSM access, significantly
boosting the performance in comparison to the legacy system.
Results show that a single 3-sectorial cell can provide service
up to 13000 smart meters reporting every 5 minutes in addition
to the expected M2M traffic per cell. Also, up to 1500
synchronously reporting meters can be supported for rather
demanding outage levels of 0.1%. The proposed changes are
incurred only at the access control layer, leaving the physical
interfaces intact, which a highly desirable feature in practice.
Another important conclusion presented in the paper is that
3GPP modeling methodology of the GSM access is not valid,
6The similar performance was observed for shorter activation periods.
and that the corresponding results are incorrect.
Finally, we note that 3GPP access protocols from different
generations share the same stages: random access, access
granted and data transmission. Hence, the proposed approach
can be extrapolated to other cellular systems; the investigation
how to exploit the analogues principles for the improvement
of the resource granularity in 4G is part of our ongoing work.
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